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ABSTRACT 
In these notes, we present some counter-examples of two propositions concerning cellular decom- 
positions occuring in a Bott-Samelson variety [G, Proposition 4 and Proposition 71. Then, we prove 
that the description of the fibre of a Bott-Samelson resolution over a point of a Schubert variety is 
still valid in the Kac-Moody setting. 
1. CORRECTIONS 
Notation are those of [G]. In this paper, we claimed [G, Proposition 41 that for 
any y E gC(r), the closure of the cell CT in C(r) is 
c’= LI es. 
6 E 5(T), J(6) cJ(y) 
But this is false, as one sees with the following 
Counter-example 1. Let us consider the root system of type A2 and let us take 
w = s,sps, in the Weyl group (we denote by a! and p the two simple roots of this 
system). Now, let us consider the combinatorial gallery < = [sty, sp, I], then we 
have 
CE = { [p,(a)s,,~p(b)w 11 E 2(7-1, a, b E C}. 
The set of all the galleries of the shape [p,(a)s,, 1, l] is a subset of 3. But, in the 
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cellular decomposition of c(rA this set is a subset of {y E C6, c = 0}, where 
6 = [s,, 1, l]. That means that CE n C” f 0 whereas J(S) q! J(E). 
Remark 1. By computing the tangent space at any T-fixed point of the variety 
e(7), one can see that the cellular decomposition of a Bott-Samelson variety we 
defined in [G] is the Bialynicki-Birula one [BB]. 
Let x = u(B) be a T-fixed point in the Schubert variety c(w). In [G, Proposition 
71, we also claimed that for any y E g:(r), the closure of the cell C,’ in 7r-l (x) is 
c,’ = LI Ci. 
6E %(d, 46) c J(Y) 
Counter-example 2. To see that this is false, let w = s,sps,sps, be a reduced 
decomposition of an element in the Weyl group of a root system of type G2 (we 
denote by cv the shortest simple root and by ,!? the longest one). Set x = s,(B) 
and let us consider the following combinatorial gallery y = [scu, sp, 1, sp, 11, then 
the cell C,Y is given by : 
CT = { lP&b.Y,P/3m?, L%P-&)I, a,b E a=}. 
Now consider the fibration of fibre Pa/B : 
PY4 : P, XB P/j XB P, XB Pp XB Pa/B --) Pa XB P/J XB Pa XB Pp/B 
kl>g2,g3,g4,g51 H [m?2,g3,g41 
and its restriction pr41- to the closure of the previous cell C,Y in the fibre. The 
cell c,Y 
{[P&)GwP&%3> Lq?l, Q>b E a=> 
belongs to the image of the last map. By taking a limit, we also have 
{[PaY(~h, 1,1,11> c P~4,.$3> then {[PUS,, 1,1,l,p-d~)]} belongs to 
Cz. But this last set is a part of the cell C,6 associated to 6 = [s,, 1, 1, 1, 11, that 
meansthat~nC,bf0andJ(S)={1,3,5}~J(y)={1,2,5}. 
2. THE FIBRE IN THE KAC-MOODY SETTING 
In this section, we assume that we are in a Kac-Moody setting. All we need, to 
define our cellular decompositions (building, apartments, Schubert varieties, 
Bott-Samelson resolutions...), exists in this context (see for example [B], [Re] 
for the building theory, and [Ku] for the geometrical part). 
But we need to point out the definition of pre-nilpotent pair of roots (cf. [Re] or 
[T87]). From the building theory point of view, one can speak of roots as halves 
of the fixed apartment. The positive roots correspond to the halves that contain 
the fundamental chamber and the negative roots to the other ones. 
Definition 1. A pair of roots (LY, /3) is said pre-nilpotent if both Q n p # 0 and 
(-4 n C-P) f 0. 
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For example, the roots associated to two walls that meet in the appartment 
form a pair of pre-nilpotent roots. 
Theorem 1. Theorem I and, therefore, Theorem 2 in (G, pp. 464, 4661 are still 
valid in the Kac-Moody setting. 
Proof. We show that one can still argue as in the proof of [G, Theorem l] to 
obtain that the variety CIJ is also equal, in the Kac-Moody case, to the variety 
defined in [G, Proposition 6, p. 4631. The only place where a problem could oc- 
cur is in the discussion of the commutation relation betweenp,, ( ) andp-p( ), 
where ski is the simple root associated to the simple reflection Ski and 
-,8 = sk,yi - 1 ’ ’ . w+ r(-olkh,) is a negative root (notation from [G, page 465, 
Proof of Theorem 1, (6)]). But nothing bad will happen since the two walls as- 
sociated to the roots “/y . . . Ti,‘i+ r (ski) and 14 . . . “li+lSkiYi-ll..Yf+l(~khi)CrOSSin 
the apartment. Therefore, the two roots, (cQ, -p), form a pair of pre-nilpotent 
roots. Hence, in the commutation relation, we get only a finite number of roots 
of the shape poki - ~$3, with p, q E N”, and these roots correspond to the walls 
between the two walls associated to CY~, and -p (see [RC]). So, the discussion 
leading to the proof of [G, Theorem l] extends to the Kac-Moody setting. Then 
CT is still a variety given by linear equations in this context. q 
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